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Editorial  
At the time of preparing this issue of KaLeidoscope to send to print, the sky is blue, 

the garden is colourful and outdoors is definitely a more enticing prospect than is 

sitting indoors at my computer.  We have been fortunate over recent months, being 

able (on the whole) to enjoy clement conditions for many local events.  However, as 

there is no holding back time, I have started work on the Spring ’15 edition, and hope 

you will continue to (or perhaps even for the first time) submit items for inclusion.  

To stimulate creative thinking, you might find the following diverse snippets from past 

Newsletters of interest - perhaps you were one of the authors and might like to bring 

today’s members up to date on events by expanding on the background of the 

original item, or present a new slant on the thinking that prevailed at the time. 

Anonymity has been preserved as a courtesy, but I feel that the quality of content 

and presentation must be commended.  Result of the 3Rs teaching methodology, 

perhaps? 
Spring 2007   From the Editor:  ‘You will have read that we have 170 members.  

Obtaining and collating items for the newsletter is never easy’   

Autumn 2007   Losing your – Sorry I’ve forgotten: an amusing item on lack of memory 

and, surprisingly, a supposed benefit that it can bring  

Summer 2008   History Group: ‘Following two lively sessions on 17th century life and 

Charles I, we will continue with the Great Fire of London’  

Winter 2008   Hidden London and Regent’s Canal: ‘Little did we know what 

adventures lay ahead of us…..  to Smithfield and St Bartholomew’s Hospital to learn 

of more great deeds and defining moments in history’  

Spring 2009   Three months as a veterinary nurse in China: ‘45 bears arrived, many 

with limbs missing due to being illegally caught’.  

  

So, memory permitting, if you can tell us what your Special Interest Group has been 

doing, have been on an interesting excursion or undertaken overseas adventures, 

you will have a ready made audience of just slightly more than in 2007 (and a grateful 

Editor) waiting to read about it. What better way can there be to banish the greyness 

of winter?  

Morag Bean, Editor  

  
PS  If you would like a copy of any of the original items mentioned above, please ask.  

   
The U3A is an organisation of men and women  

who regularly gather together to share their experiences, knowledge, philosophies, 

values and ideas. They learn from each other.  
It is a forum for the growth of the human spirit, the development of friendships and the 

exploration of ideas to enrich the quality of life in the Third Age.  
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Apologies and clarifications  

We wish to apologise for the incomplete email address shown for Catering  

 Co-ordinator Liz François on page 26 of the Spring 2014 KaLeidoscope.   This 

should have read lizfrancois38@btinternet.com .  

Please also note that the Exploring Philosophy Group meets every  3rd Thursday 

from 2–4 pm, not on the 4th Thursday as originally advised.  

From Your Committee  
Secretary’s Report   

Our Friday meetings seem to come round more and more quickly each month and 

on those days I am awake by 6:30 and ready to leave the house by 8:30.  I still check 

my briefcase several times to make sure I have everything, knowing full well that all 

was correct the last time I looked.  Being the secretary of an organisation like ours 

has many positive moments as well as some not so positive.  I enjoy meeting and 

getting to know so many wonderful people - everyone is so friendly and, sitting at 

the front as I do, am often greeted with, on average, about 120 smiling faces each 

month.  Thank you.  

I am not so keen on making sure that all information from HQ is passed on in time 

to the right groups.  Often I receive notice of events after they have happened, or 

they are all taking part in London or distant locations that means our members 

cannot easily take advantage of what is on offer.  However with the Norfolk Network 

group starting up, hopefully this will change and there will be more opportunities for 

our members to enjoy interesting, informative talks and courses closer to home.    

I have had the privilege of working with two chairmen now as well as a vice-chairman 

and have had to adapt to the talents and skills of each.  It surprises me that each of 

them and many members believe that I have full knowledge of all things U3A, and 

know all members and which groups they are in.  I obviously am very good at 

bluffing.  I was once told that if you say something confidently enough then people 

will believe you!  The speed of my minute taking has improved if not the content and 

when I get home after a meeting I am not always sure of what I have written down.  

Fortunately I can ask Edward if he has remembered what was said, although often 

his recollection varies somewhat from mine.  

I am getting much better at remembering members’ names, but please forgive me if 

on occasion I have to ask you to remind me.  Wearing badges is a great prompt, but 

I may sometimes appear rude if I stare at you for too long.  I know the highlight of 

the monthly meeting for many of you is coffee and biscuits and the opportunity to 

chat with friends.  Spare a thought for the Chairman and me as we are always last 

to the coffee queue and by then the speaker is about to start!   

Judith Harrison  
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Norfolk Network (Guest item)  

The Regional Trustee for the East of England, Mr Adrian Breacker, tells us about the start 

up of the U3A’s UK regionalisation, and the position today.  

It is now seven years since the Third Age Trust [3AT], the umbrella organisation for 

U3As in the UK, adopted a regional structure in an attempt to ensure that the 

National Executive Committee [NEC] contained representatives from all four 

countries.  For simplification, our 12 Regions mirror those determined by 

Government when there was much talk of Regional Governments.  The result is that 

Norfolk is in the East of England Region, with Suffolk, Cambs, Beds, Herts and 

Essex.  

What the new set-up could not take into account was the existing disparity in the 

level of U3A activity between the Regions, or recognise that there were already, in 

some places, U3A groupings that had taken on a regional identity.  Whilst within its 

Articles of Governance the 3AT acknowledges the value of U3As grouping together 

for mutual support, there is no attempt made to determine how that should be 

structured or formalised.  Hence, over the years, Networks, Associations and 

clusters of U3As have developed in their own way.  

The other striking thing to remember about U3A generally is that over the past seven 

years the number of branches has risen by 36%+ and membership by over 72%. 

The difference in percentages is accounted for by growth in size of almost all U3As.  

The latest figures show there are 933 U3As in the UK serving almost 340,000 

individual members.  

Looking at the East of England, we have 120 U3As with full membership of 3AT and 

several more in the pipeline.  With about 50,000 members, we are the second largest 

Region (the South East is the largest).  At the time of the formal election of a Regional 

Trustee, each of the counties had either a Network or Association, the exception 

being Norfolk.  Over the past year, steps have been taken to re-establish a Norfolk 

Network.  

When elected as your Regional Trustee, I recognised that I could not know every 

one of our U3As in any great depth. What was more manageable was to build a 

relationship with our networks and, through them, provide U3As with an opportunity 

to have contact with myself.  

There are still big challenges facing this great movement of ours.  Perhaps the 

biggest is how to provide the support and services to U3As that will help keep them 

vital and vibrant without becoming bureaucratised and professionally led - a path 

trodden in the past by several other originally grassroots initiated Voluntary 

Organisations.   

Adrian Breacker  

i  

The King’s Lynn U3A representatives on Norfolk Network are 

Joy Dunham and Edward Harrison.  Any member  may attend 

meetings, by prior arrangement with Joy or Edward.  
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In a Matter of Minutes  

As the KaLeidoscope representative on our U3A Committee, I thought it might be 

appropriate to keep you informed of some of the Committee topics minuted during 

previous months.  Whilst we routinely deal with many matters to ensure the smooth 

running of our U3A, some arguably carry a more visible and/or longer term impact.  

For example, we:    

Are exploring the feasibility of using local venues to accommodate expansion 

of the Special Interest Groups’ programme  

Have distributed publicity leaflets to stimulate local interest in U3A  

Offer an opportunity for lift sharing (see In brief… on page 26)   

Consider how King’s Lynn U3A‘s interests can best be furthered by 

membership of the Norfolk Network  

Replace or purchase equipment for the benefit of members.  

The majority of topics discussed in committee are taken forward, either by being 

implemented or by being researched further, but even any rejected proposal can 

influence how we proceed.    

Whilst all matters with the potential for significant impact are announced and 

explained by our Chairman or Vice Chairman at monthly U3A meetings, not all 

members are in a position to attend all meetings.  We feel It is important that we, as 

the Committee, reach out to absent members, and inclusion of such matters in the 

biannual KaLeidoscope will afford them – and you – opportunity for further comment 

and input.  

Morag Bean  

  

i  

The Homepage of the U3A website (www.u3a.org.uk) 

changes as time progresses to ensure it is always up-

todate and relevant.  

You can use it to visit ‘U3As in Action’ to read up on what other 
U3As are doing, submit a story, or even look at the available Online 
courses.    The Members’ Area (see below for examples of some of 
the ‘buttons’) is a treasure trove of information.  

To access, (1) Create Account via the homepage.  (2) Complete the 
form  (3) Click Send Registration  (4) Check your email for a 
confirmation message  (5) Return to the site and click Member 

Login (6) Input your new username and password.   
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I regarded attendance at this year’s UK AGM and 

Conference in September a privilege, but confess to a 

slight ulterior motive.  My husband had been a student 

at the then Royal Agricultural College in 1957-58, and, 

having heard so much over the years about high jinks 

(including something about a surprise congregation in 

the form of a flock of sheep being found in the chapel), 

I felt an urge to link yesteryear with our position today 

as Third Agers.  I later had the pleasure of meeting 

and talking with a fellow delegate who had been a 

student during 1954-56.   

This article, supplemented by a verbal report, cannot 

do justice to the event, which hosted 300+ attendees 

on Day 1 and 400+ on Day 2 including eight visitors 

from Uppsala, and positively promoted the U3A ethos and its principles.  A report 

will feature in a later edition of Third Age Matters, and a video can be viewed on the 

National U3A website.  

The first business item following the official welcome by NEC Chairman  

Barbara Lewis was a humorous but informative presentation by Peter Morris, RAU 

Equine Development Director.  Whilst the content was inconsequential to the U3A, 

it reflected a well-travelled, multi-faceted character who combines his RAU role with 

one in media management, and set the tone for the high quality of the remainder of 

the programme.  

Of the participative workshops on the Tuesday, I attended ‘Dealing with the Media’ 

(a default allocation as ‘Newsletters’ had been cancelled) fronted by Third Age 

Matters Editor Francis Beckett, and ‘Creative Writing’ by tutor Maggie Smith, and 

have written up supplementary bullet notes.  Both interactive sessions were well 

received by the attendees.  

Day 2 commenced with a presentation by scientist Professor Richard Faragher of 

the University of Brighton entitled “What is ageing, and what can we do about it?” 

Whilst we would probably have given a monosyllabic answer, our Speaker held the 

floor for almost an hour - but what an entertaining hour!  To my shame, note taking 

went a bit awry as he launched into a series of scientific and medical terms and 

justifications such as ‘illustrative/supernatural analysis’, the principal theme being (I 

think!) that whilst the manifestations of the ageing process may be recognised, 

critical underlying biological factors may be ignored (i.e. treating of the effect rather 

than the cause).  Outcomes of tests and analyses were quoted, but also the maxim 

that if we accept psychologically that we can manage the ageing process, then we 

will.  

However, he did concede that birthdays are generally bad for the health.   

 

 

U3A AGM and  
Conference 2014  

Royal Agricultural  ( 
University/RAU) 
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Chairing the AGM with a firm hand, Barbara Lewis guided attendees through the 

publications ‘More Time to Learn’ and ‘Going Forward’, stressing the Vision and 

Mission statement (I have copies available for anyone to read).  She then introduced 

Honorary Treasurer John Ellison who, in plain language, led us through the Annual 

Report (copy available), explaining why fluctuations may occur year-on-year, and 

that our current healthy surplus will decrease over the next few years as expenditure 

linked to the Three Year Plan ‘bites’.  He explained that the current structure has 

inbuilt safeguards so that if revenue falls, outgoings will fall (less per capita income 

being balanced by a decrease in running costs, and so on).  However, the forecast 

is that membership will increase (half a million by 2018?), thus the surplus will rise 

accordingly.  

As all seemed in order, I supported acceptance of the accounts and for the retention 

of Knox Cropper as independent auditors.  

As instructed, in the election of Officers I voted for:  

Chairman - Barbara Lewis (581 for)  

Vice Chairmen - Marion Clements (539), Pam Jones (558)                 

Treasurer - John Ellison (585).  

Votes were received from 350 U3As, the highest number to date.   

New Regional Trustees, Ian McCannah (London), Hilvary Robinson (South East) 

and Derrick Evans (Yorks and the Humber) were elected.  

Business on Day 2 closed with Question Time, during which 11 questions submitted 

in advance (copy available) were open to comment from the floor, and/or answered 

by the Chairman or an appointee, or rolled over to an NEC meeting scheduled for 

October.  The Chairman thanked all who had worked to make this 31st AGM possible, 

ranging from Officers and support staff through to RAU personnel; thanks were 

proposed by a member of the Swedish delegation; a single red rose was presented 

to Ms Lewis in acknowledgement of her magnanimous request that the usual large 

bouquet be sent to HQ for staff to enjoy.   

Location, organisation, hospitality, content, brilliant autumn sunshine - the whole 

experience was memorable for me and for fellow members Julia Carter and Sylvia 

Cliffe, who attended in an informal capacity.  With members suffused with 

enthusiasm and armed with iPads, today’s bus pass population is a force to be 

reckoned with.   Highly recommended!    

Morag Bean  

  

**************************************************************************************** Awarded 

Star status in this issue for starting new Groups:  

  Ron Boxer, Rosalind Greene, Frank Gallagher and Sylvia Cliffe  

and for taking over as new Leaders of existing Groups: Anna Cortens, 

Barry Keenan and Joy Dunham   

****************************************************************************************  
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Special Interest Groups and Outings Update  
Local History  

In 2014, we ‘spread our wings’ and visited places near and far, such as:   

January :- we showed a video entitled “portrait of Victorian Lynn”  

February:- a visit to Lynn Museum to learn   about the Fens (constructing the past, 

and ancient Fen crafts and Engineering) 
 March:- a tour of Bow Brand gut factory  
April:- Fakenham Gas museum and town tour  
May:- Bury St Edmunds Cathedral and town tour  

June:- Behind the scenes at Thursford, with an 

organ recital by Robert Wolfe  
July:- Sedgeford dig  

August:- Tour of Ely Cathedral and Cromwell’s 

House.    

September:- Ware Hall in Wells (the house that 

moved from Ware to Wells)  
October:- Planned tour of Castle Rising  
November:- Hopefully, a local history quiz   

We try to keep very local during the winter months. 

Suggestions from members for our 2015 

programme are welcomed.           

Anne Lemmon  

Ware Hall House  

In September, the group visited Ware Hall House in Wells, the subject of an article 

in the Spring KaLeidoscope featuring November ’13 Speaker Christine Adams who 

told us how an elderly aunt by marriage, Miss May Savidge, had undertaken 

dismantling, moving, and rebuilding the house.   

Did you guess the subject of the Spring ’14 issue’s 

‘What is this’ photo?  

The house 

during its early rebuilding, and 

the completed project 

 
Pictures courtesy of 

Ware Hall House 
website  

In honouring Aunt May’s wish that the house should 

remain in the family following her death subject to the building work being completed 

– but bequeathing no money to fund the undertaking – Mrs Adams set to work, 

mastering plastering, glazing, hammering and sawing, in addition to raising the 

necessary finances by promotional means.    

Eels from Ely, courtesy of 

  

     

 
 

Oliver Cromwell’s House trustees 
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Fascinating though our Speaker’s talk was, it did not fully prepare the senses for the 

reality of actually seeing this unique house, now a comfortable private home.  Having 

featured in various media over the years, there has recently been renewed interest 

in the story. In her achievement, Mrs Adams has proved to be every bit as capable 

and determined as Miss Savidge, and is herself worthy of commendation.  

Morag Bean  

  

Humour  
A new group was formed in June with no set format, simply under the heading of 

“humour”.  At the first meeting we agreed that although I would head up the 

meetings, I would not do the presentation each month but rely on individual members 

to lead a session, or agree to participate in all sessions.    

We have no real rules and have now had four presentations.  The first one I gave 

was a look at what humour might be and what is it that makes us laugh (be humour-

Ros, perhaps?).  The second session was given by David and Gill Cassidy and was 

all about Kenneth Williams’ work.  This was followed by Roger and Sheila Cetti who 

did some research on what sort of jokes appeal to our age group and finally in 

September we were treated to Ron and Vera Boxer giving us stand-ups in the style 

of Stanley Holloway and Pam Ayres.    

We have volunteers for the months of October and November who will take us into 

whatever realm of humour takes their fancy.  There are still places in the group, so 

come along and join us on the first Wednesday of the month at the Bowls Club.                                      

Rosalind Greene  

Computer Users  

This group was set up by Brian Smith in 2012 after arranging training courses at 

True’s Yard.  About eight regular members meet each month to share skills and offer 

mutual assistance.  In June of this year, Brian stepped down as the group leader 

and handed over the reins to me.  

Meetings take place monthly on the first Thursday afternoon, but from January 2015 

this will change to the first Wednesday afternoon.  We focus mainly on Microsoft 

Windows 7 and 8, and, to get some hands-on practice, members usually bring along 

a laptop.  We also compare other devices such as e-readers, tablets and 

smartphones.  

In the last year we have explored movie editing, using ‘the cloud’, the inclusion of 

foreign accents and symbols, keeping on top of emails, and using Skype.  Future 

topics will include: arranging digital photos; privacy and security; on-line shopping; 

Facebook; mobile devices and more!  

Our aim in the group is to keep ourselves up-to-date in the modern digital world by 

swapping ideas and knowledge.  If you are interested in joining us, please accost 

me at the Friday general meeting or send an email to klu3a.cug@gmail.com .                                          

Anna Cortens 
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 Outings  

Boughton House – a shared perspective   
Rita and Denise both expressed thanks to Rosalind Greene for having organised this outing.  We 

hope a collective ‘Thank You’ will adequately convey the sentiment.  

Rosalind’s description of Boughton House as the ‘English Versailles’ made me think 

“Really? In that case, why haven’t we heard of it before?”  It certainly proved to be a 

well kept secret.  

For me, I think the top of the list for the house was the magnificent tapestries – many 

still with their original glowing colours. For the garden, my favourite was Orpheus.  

We were promised coffee on arrival, and lunch of soup and sandwiches – even this 

surpassed all expectations.  

I don’t think you can beat this, unless it’s a trip to the French Versailles!   

Rita Chambers  

 

On Tuesday 20th May, a large group of members boarded a coach bound for the 

depths of Northamptonshire.  We were a little late leaving but the journey was 

uneventful, apart from having to stop in a side street to open the on-board loo, which 

had somehow been left locked!  

After leaving the A14, we soon caught sight of our destination over the fields but it 

was another 15 minutes’ drive through twisty lanes before we arrived at the gates … 

which were locked!!  A quick phone call and the gates magically opened, and we 

were met by two very pleasant ladies who showed us into the restaurant, so our 

fears were allayed.  

After coffee and delicious home-made biscuits, we split into two groups to tour the 

house.  Our knowledgeable guide told us many amusing anecdotes about the 

owners of the house, past and present.   Originally a Tudor manor house, part of 

which still exists, it is now mostly a palatial building which emulates the Palace of 

Versailles, particularly in the canalised waterways which grace the grounds.  I was 

fascinated to see, in the unfinished wing, how dwellings were built in those days.  

The interesting gardens were pleasantly homely. I was able to recognise many 

plants that I grow.  An interesting feature was the Orpheus, an upside-down pyramid 

with a pool at the bottom.                                                                   Denise Mansell   

  

i   

Orpheus is a very big hole in the ground.   More accurately, it is 

a 7m  inverted pyramid, with descending terraces that lead to a 

dark, square pool.  Inspired by the Greek myth of Orpheus’   

journey into the under world to rescue Eurydice, the ‘hole’ is a 
companion piece to the nearby ‘Mount’, a key feature of the original 
historic landscape.  Whilst a very simple idea, there’s no question the 
‘hole’ makes for an interesting and unusual space, being so detached 
from the surrounding landscape.  

 Information obtained from Boughton House website - Editor   
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Duxford Air Museum in June  

What a splendid day!  The weather was sunny and the journey faultless.   

Mike and I are both dotty about aeroplanes so we were in our element.   First stop 

was the Air Space building where we spent about two hours.   The interactive 

displays were fun, meant for children but Hey! we're in our second childhood.  We 

enjoyed trying to identify the aircraft on display without looking at the site diagrams 

and found a bomb made by Coopers of Lynn.   Seeing all the planes in one place 

was amazing; the variation in size surprised us and the fragility of the World War I 

planes enhanced our admiration of those early aviators.  A walk through Concorde, 

so narrow compared to today’s passenger planes, before popping in to the 

refurbishment hangar where I was able to pat the Victor bomber on the nose and 

say Hello.  My father and I both worked on the Victor, he on the shop floor and I as 

a Weight Engineer in the technical offices.  I opted out of visiting the American Air 

Museum and had a look at a pre-fab, much more spacious than I had thought it 

would be, then sat in the sun being rewarded with a Spitfire doing aerobatics.   

The Battle of Britain display came next - the iconic fighters Spitfire and Hurricane 

and a Messerschmitt with its markings still faintly visible, recovered almost intact 

after crashing in the south of England.   The only thing we felt to be out of place was 

a Meteor jet which, though it flew towards the end of WWll, had nothing to do with 

the Battle of Britain.   

After another sit down in the sun, a continuation of the flying display.  A Mustang 

doing aerobatics, a Tiger Moth and a Catalina Flying Boat capable of landing on land 

or sea, flying sedately and quietly by today’s standards illustrated the strides made 

in aeronautical engineering in a relatively short space of time.  Then we had a bit of 

a competition to name the airliners parked nearby.  We failed to name two but got 

the others correct after a small dispute about the Trident.   As I said, three engines? 

The clue’s in the name.  Time for some refreshment, coffee served in blue rimmed 

white enamel mugs - more nostalgia.  

The conservation building was an eye opener.  So clean and tidy and organised with 

various aircraft undergoing refurbishment and restoration by owners who have the 

time, patience – and money - to keep these planes flying.  Hats off to them.  

Oh dear!  Time to go.  A quick walk round the shop and out to the coach where Mark 

was waiting to bring us safely and smoothly back to Lynn.   

 Ann and Mike Bolton   

  

The KaLeidoscope team welcomes items on all 

topics which members think may interest others.   
Would you consider submitting an article?  It can be 

handwritten, typed or sent via email, be a sketch or 

photograph, or even just an idea.  
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Meeting Reviews  
March: Blood Running in Norfolk (David Parish)  

David Parish is one of many SERV (Service by Emergency Rider Volunteers) Norfolk 

members, who give their time to collect, transport and deliver emergency supplies 

of blood, platelets, plasma and breast milk on a rota basis, day and night, regardless 

of whether it be a Bank Holiday or a weekend.  Started in 1981 by a Surrey bikers’ 

group, SERV expanded to the south of England, and is now active all over the 

country.    

A particularly memorable experience was when premature 

twins were being cared for in separate hospitals, the more 

fragile of the two having been admitted to Great Ormond Street.  

The mother remained with the stronger baby, whilst the father 

travelled with the sick infant.  SERV transported some of the 

mother’s milk to London, plus a hat worn by the stronger twin 

for the weaker sibling to bond with.  

Thanks to the care and dedication shown 

by these wonderful volunteers, many lives 

– of all ages – must have been saved.                      Gill Cassidy  

  

Footnote  Our donation to SERV Norfolk, which included your 

generous contributions to the retiring collection, amounted to 

£263.96.  In his letter of thanks, the SERV treasurer advised that the 

money will help subsidise the running costs of the operational bikes 

and cars.   

    

April: Victorian Tall Stories in Lynn Newspapers (Tricia McCarron)  

While researching her family history, Tricia looked at micro-

fiches of the local newspapers for the 1800s.  She became 

fascinated by the news reports, photocopied many of them 

and so her talk was born.  The news was similar to that 

reported in today’s Lynn News, but the style was very different. 

Political correctness, personal privacy and Health and Safety 

were notable by their  absence but, apart from pickpocketing 

which is rarer these days, the news was much the same.   

Road traffic offences seemed to involve the lower orders, 

whose dog carts caused the ponies of the wealthy to shy or bolt causing them alarm 

but, it seems, no physical injury.   

The dog cart owners were, of course, fined, failure to pay resulting in imprisonment 

with hard labour. There seemed to be no cases of the upper orders committing traffic 

offences.                  
Continued on page 16  
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Photo Gallery 
New Groups and their Leaders (further details are on page 27) 

Barbershop 

Singers  
Humour   

  

Table Tennis  Theatre Visits  

 Photograph 

removed  
Photograph 

removed  
Photograph 

removed  
 Photograph 

removed   

Ron Boxer  Rosalind Greene  
(also organiser  of 

Outings)  

Frank Gallagher  Sylvia Cliffe  

  

 

 behind members at   of harp strings is undertaken at   

 

 Learning about the history of   Members being taken for a ride at  

St Edmundsbury Cathedral      The Thursford Collection in June  

in May  
Continued in Newsletter/KaLeidoscope 9 Autumn 2014  Part 2 

Local History Group  

An ancient hooded figure lurks  Members are shown how grading  

King’s Lynn Museum  in February  Bow Brand  In March   
 

  
  


